Socialization Related to the Dangers of Kites, Laser Beams, Hot Air Balloons, and Drones Around Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport
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Abstract: The implementation of socialization in the Tridharma of Higher Education framework is by conducting research and compiling Scientific Journals within the Palembang Aviation Polytechnic, South Sumatra. In addition, this activity aims to increase the knowledge and awareness of the general public around the Silampari – Lubuklinggau Class III Airport Operator Unit. This activity also informs about the dangers of kites, laser beams, hot air balloons, and drones around the air space in Silampari – Lubuklinggau as well as the safe distance of building construction, especially in the Flight Operation Safety Area, especially people who live close to the Flight Operation Safety Area (KKOP). The method used for socialization is a participatory Focus Group Discussion (FGD) by resource persons and discussions with communities living around the Silampari – Lubuklinggau Class III Airport Operator Unit that the results are expected so that participants know the results of socialization related to activities that can endanger flights. Then, the results of the socialization were published on the social media of the Palembang Poltekbang.
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A. Introduction

Indonesia is a member of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), an International Civil Aviation Organization under the United Nations (UN) tasked with preparing international civil aviation regulations and distributing, monitoring, and evaluating their implementation. ICAO's main interests and objectives are Security and safety, Efficiency, and Regularity of civil aviation worldwide (Agustini et al., 2021). Each airport has a KKOP whose size is determined by the airport classification, dimensions, and runway configuration. In general, the KKOP of an airport is a relatively huge area, starting from the edge of the runway and stretching to a radius of 15,000 m with different heights up to 150 m relative to the AerodromeReference Point (ARP). Aviation Safety is essential for transportation, civil, and military aviation.
In addition, flight safety also has an essential role in fulfilling aviation safety requirements. Aviation safety aims at a unified system consisting of airspace, aircraft, airports, flight navigation, safety and security, the environment, supporting facilities, and other public facilities. Flight safety in the Flight Operation Safety Area (KKOP) is the land and water area and airspace around the airport used for flight operation activities to ensure flight safety (S. K. Putra, 2023). This KKOP is limited to height, distance (length) or radius, and angle of inclination or widening relative to the airport runway’s location, dimensions, and height (Bagus et al., 2016).

Community activities around airports, such as flying kites, operating drones, lighting laser beams, and building towering structures, can endanger flight safety (Hirsan et al., 2023). One of the activities that became a culture is flying hot air balloons. This hot air balloon flight has been attached to the people of Ponorogo since long ago, even in the East Java area, which is massive in flying hot air balloons during Eid al-Fitr Ponorogo Regency. This annual community activity lasts seven days of Eid or, in Javanese tradition, is carried out until the day of "kupatan" (Bariyah & Boemiya, 2022). Flying hot air balloons on religious holidays has become a hereditary culture in several regions in Indonesia; besides that, kite flying is also part of the usual activities carried out by the people of Indonesia. With the advancement of technology, many people are interested in learning to fly drones so that these activities are no longer strange in the community (Octavianie et al., 2022).

According to Article 210 of Law Number 1 of 2009, it is unlawful for anyone to create obstacles or take other actions in the field of flight operation safety that can endanger flight safety (Yuniar et al., 2022). Thus, operating kites, laser beams, hot air balloons, and drones are restricted in aviation operational safety. Aviation traffic services aim to facilitate and maintain the regularity of flight traffic flow and provide helpful information for flight safety and efficiency to prevent accidents in aviation transportation (Rohman et al., 2022). Then, according to Article 421, violators face three years in prison or a fine of Rp1,000,000,000.00 (one billion rupiah) (Dapar, 2021). Based on these facts, this socialization is expected to provide knowledge to the general public, especially those living around the Operation Safety Area of the Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport Operator Unit, so that things that cause flight disruptions do not occur in the Operation Safety Area of Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport Operators.

In a case study conducted by Handayani and Rahmawan At Juanda International Airport, an Ar-Ridlo mosque building in position 694565.066,9184268.87 with a height of 24,531 m is an obstacle from Juanda Airport (Handayani & Rahmawan, 2015). So it is necessary to reduce by 1,829m in the building as a follow-up to provide aircraft security in landing and taking off from Juanda Airport; besides that, Praharso and Martono also conducted research about the ban on kite games in the city of Tangerang, where in the Soekarno-Hatta Airport area of Tangerang on 28 July 2020. The thread and kite were wrapped and hampered in the plane’s engine of one of the flight parties.
at the airport. It happens when the plane wants to make a landing due to a lack of public awareness of the dangers caused by kites, and there has also been no firmness from the authorities to fix people who play kites (Praharso & Martono, 2021).

A national aviation safety culture awareness movement is needed to realize aviation safety. Through the aviation safety culture movement, it is hoped that it can provide comfort for the community. The increasing number of airlines has led to the opening of new routes that have more potential to intersect with the community's interests (Yuniar et al., 2021). The dangers of operating kites, drones, hot air balloons, and laser beams, as well as the rules for building construction around Airport operational safety areas, need to be socialized in all areas around airports in Indonesia, Lubuklinggau as a small city in Sumatra has begun to have a fixed pioneer flight schedule, so the safety of aviation areas in the area needs to be improved due to complaints from the head of Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport where many people still do not know about things that are dangerous in the airport operational safety area.

B. Methods

This service activity refers to participatory methods in community empowerment, which means that this activity requires active participation by the intended community to progress in a country’s development (Muslim, 2007). The participatory method is the focus group discussion (FGD) method (Muslim, 2020). This method is expected to foster the ability of group members to understand and accept new ideas/ideas in depth, expanding knowledge, tolerance, and personal freedom from group members (Fardiah, 2005). This empowerment activity was carried out in the VIP Terminal Room of the Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport Operator Unit based on the desire of the Head of the Airport to socialize the knowledge to community leaders in the surrounding area that with this activity; it is hoped that Airport Operational Safety can be better maintained (Febiyanti, 2023).

This service activity targets several community leaders, such as sub-districts and RT and RW leaders around Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport. The stages of activities carried out include preparation, implementation, and evaluation. The preparatory stages carried out are: (1) a preparatory meeting to coordinate technically with partners will be held on 2 August 2023, which will be held online by the Palembang Aviation Polytechnic and Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport, (2) preparation of training presentations for community leaders in the area around Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport, (3) preparation of presentation and discussion rooms at Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport. It was determined from the results of this coordination meeting that this activity would be held on 4 August 2023 with a total of 20 participants.
The implementation stage was carried out for one day, starting with filling out the Pre-Test by the Palembang Poltekbang committee, followed by remarks by the chairman of the committee of this activity and the chairman of Lubuklinggau Silampari Airport. Then, the presentation related to the explanation of KKOP was carried out by representatives of the Palembang branch of the Indonesian Air Traffic Controllers Association and the Head of Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport. After the presentation of the material, the participants actively discussed and asked questions with the resource persons to solve problems related to KKOP that they usually face. Furthermore, in the third stage, namely, evaluation, to measure the results of achieving training objectives, at the end of the PkM activity, filling out the Post Test using a Google form filled in by the participants, and the results of this filling were evaluated by the Palembang Aviation Polytechnic PkM implementation team to determine the success rate of this activity.

C. Results and Discussion

The activity, which is located in the VIP Room of Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport Terminal, was officially opened by the Head of the Airport Management Study Program, who is also the head of the committee for this activity on 4 August 2023 at 09.00 WIB, which was attended by the Head of the Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport Organizing Unit, the implementation team, resource persons, and all participants.

They then opened the training activity, followed by delivery from 09.30 WIB to 10.30 WIB by two speakers, namely representatives of the IATCA Palembang branch and the Head of Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport. The training material covers several things, namely in the form of the Legal Basis for Control of Growing and Moving Objects at KKOP, which includes Law No.1 of 2009 concerning Aviation, Government Regulation Number: 40 of 2012 concerning the Development and Conservation of the Airport Environment, Decree of the Minister of Transportation Number: KM 44 of
Concerning the Application of Indonesian National Standards (SNI) 03–7112–2005 concerning Flight Operation Safety Areas as mandatory standards, Regulation of the Minister of Transportation Number PM 41 of 2011 concerning Organization and Work Procedures of Airport Authorities Understanding Flight Operation Safety Areas, Building Construction Provisions in the KKOP area, Obstacles and Sanctions for violations of KKOP. Regional Boundaries in the Flight Operation Safety Area are determined by an Airport Coordinate System, each of which is codified following the requirements issued by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation, Ministry of Transportation, Director General of Civil Aviation Number SKEP/110/VI/2000 (A. D. (Andius) Putra & Purba, 2009). Based on the Regulation of the Minister of Civil Aviation Number: KM 44 of 2005 dated 23 July 2005, concerning the Implementation of Indonesian National Standard 03-7112-2005 concerning the Flight Operation Safety Area (KKOP), it is stated that the Flight Operation Safety Area (KKOP) is the land area and waters and airspace around the airport used for flight operation activities to ensure flight safety.

KKOP is divided into: 1. Approach and Takeoff Area (KPLL) is an area of extension of both ends of the runway, under the trajectory of the aircraft after takeoff or about to land, which is limited by a certain length and width; 2. Possible Accident Hazard Area (KKBK) is an approach area directly adjacent to the ends of the runway and has a specific size, which can give rise to the possibility of accidents; 3. The Inner Horizontal Subsurface Area (KBHD) is a flat area above and around the airport, which is limited by a radius and height of a specific size for the benefit of aircraft flying low at the time of landing or after takeoff; 4. The Area Below the Outer Horizontal Surface (KBHL) is a flat area around the airport that is limited by a radius and height of a specific size for the benefit of safety and efficiency of flight operations, among others, when the aircraft approaches land and movement after takeoff or movement in the event of failure in landing; 5. The Subsurface Area of the Cone (KBPK) is the plane of a cone whose bottom is bounded by a line of intersection with the outer horizontal surface, each with a certain radius and height calculated from a specified reference point; 6. The Transition Subsurface Area (KBPT) is a plane with a particular slope parallel to and a certain distance from the runway axis; at the bottom, it is limited by the intersection point with flat lines drawn perpendicular to the runway axis, and at the top it is limited by the intersection line with the inner horizontal surface (Viradhea Gita et al., 2014) This socialization activity began with participants filling out the attendance list to take part in service activities.
In the last session, participants held discussions and questions and answers related to KKOP to know better the dangers of kites, laser beams, hot air balloons, and drones around the airport area; many also shared about how to remind their citizens to obey regulations, many of the residents felt that these activities were not dangerous so residents continued to do it. However, sources and airport chiefs advised going individually and explaining the regulations and sanctions that would be received if they continued such activities.

At the end of this PkM activity, activities were evaluated by distributing the Pre-Test and Post-Test to all participants using Google Forms. In the learning process, teachers often conduct evaluation activities, both when the learning process is in progress and when the learning process has been completed. Suppose the evaluation is carried out while the learning is in progress. In that case, the teacher wants to know the effectiveness and suitability of the learning strategy with the objectives to be achieved. Suppose the evaluation is carried out after the learning process is complete. In that case, it means that the teacher wants to know the results or learning achievements obtained by students. Evaluate the assessment of the success rate of students achieving the goals set in a program. That evaluation is an assessment process carried out to obtain an overview of the success of an action (Anwar, 2021). The result is as follows:
1. Which are the dangerous activities around the airport?

- Everything is true
- False

2. Do high-rise buildings around the airport cause a danger to flights?

- Yes
- No

3. Is one’s activity in the use of laser light around the airport dangerous?

- Yes
- No

4. Which activities are wrong if carried out around the airport?

- All of these activities
- Flying a hot air balloon
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2. Do high-rise buildings around the airport cause a danger to flights?

- Yes
- No

3. Is one’s activity in the use of laser light around the airport dangerous?

- Yes
- No

4. Which activities are wrong if carried out around the airport?

- All of these activities
- Flying a hot air balloon
Based on the results of the post-test that has been shared, it can be seen that there has been an increase in knowledge possessed by community leaders. With the increasing ability of community leaders, it is hoped that this knowledge can be conveyed to the entire community around UPBU Silampari Lubuklinggau. Based on similar activities carried out by Rinaldi in Banyuwangi, quite a significant impact on the potential adverse risks to the community; this memorandum of understanding (MOU) has also been reached by API and the community within Cluring Banyuwangi District represented by relevant stakeholders to be involved together to support the security and safety of the airspace (Rinaldi et al., 2021).

Besides the activity by Pramuraharjo and Prasetyo in Curug Tangerang, attended by cadets and our surrounding communities of Curug Aviation Polytechnic through this activity it is hoped that the public can understand the importance of maintaining safety in the flight operation safety area and have vigilance when doing activities around the airport area (Pamuraharjo et al., 2020; Prasetyo et al., 2021; Rohman et al., 2022). Based on Abdusshomad’s research in Pondok Cabe, it was found that the results of the training were a significant increase related to the concern and awareness of the community around Pondok Cabe Airport so that when knowledge about human factors and flight safety increased, flight safety and security and excellent service were guaranteed, including their rights and obligations as aviation service users (Abdusshomad et al., 2023).
An obstacle is defined as Any object that is above or standing on the surface of a predetermined obstacle limitation area, which includes runway strips, runway end safety areas, clearways, and taxiway strips, and Any object that enters the Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS), a series of surfaces that determine the object’s height limit, around the airport. The need for obstacle data to design instrument flight procedures must be determined in coordination with the flight procedure designer.

The above provision states that the objectives of obstacle limitation surfaces are: 1. To determine the volume of airspace around the airport that must be kept free of obstacles so that the desired operation of the aircraft within the airport can be carried out safely, either during the visual approach as a whole or during the visual approach segment of the instrument approach); 2. Prevent the airport from being unusable due to the growth of obstacles around the airport, this can be achieved by applying a series of obstacle limitation surfaces that define the boundaries of what objects are in airspace (Bagus et al., 2016). Airport operators must determine the OLS that can be applied to the airport. Obstacle Limitation Surfaces (OLS) are conceptual (imaginary) surfaces that relate to runways and identify the lower limit of airport airspace above objects that become obstacles for aircraft operations (Praptiningsih et al., 2020).

The government, through management, supervises airports, namely the Airport Authority, which is responsible for the security and safety of passengers. The form of responsibility, among others, ensuring that the transportation facilities provided meet flight safety requirements consistently and continuously, consistently and continuously checking the fulfillment of applicable aviation safety laws and regulations, and law enforcement consistently against violations of administrative regulatory compliance in the form of certificate revocation (Aflah & Chairi, 2017).

All aviation stakeholders must work together effectively to create aviation safety. It means that every aviation stakeholder has responsibility for and contributes to the creation of aviation safety. Aviation safety is a matter and responsibility of all parties, not only in theory but also in practice through a continuous process of identifying hazards, managing risks, and meeting performance expectations (Faturachman et al., 2023). So, this activity also aims to help airport operators socialize the OLS that Silampari Lubuklinggau Airport has determined.

D. Conclusion

Some conclusions that can be drawn from the implementation of this socialization effort include: 1) increasing public knowledge of actions that threaten aircraft operations, including the operation of drones, kites, hot air balloons, and the use of laser light in the Flight Operation Safety Area (KKOP); and 2) the implementation of this socialization by the community can improve flight safety.
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